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1 acute medical emergencies 2 allergy immunology 3 cardiovascular medicine 4 care of the elderly medicine 5 clinical pharmacology therapeutics 6 dermatology 7 endocrinology metabolic medicine 8 gastroenterology hepatology 9 genetics 10 haematology 11 infectious diseases 12 intensive care medicine 13 neurology neurosurgery 14 oncology palliative care 15 ophthalmology medical 16 renal medicine 17 respiratory medicine 18 rheumatology 19 epidemiology evidence based medicine 20 professionalism communication ethics 1 genetics 2 cellular molecular and membrane biology 3 biochemistry and metabolism 4 immunology 5 infectious diseases 6 statistics and epidemiology 7 haematology 8 clinical pharmacology 9 rheumatology 10 cardiology 11 respiratory medicine 12 neurology 13 psychiatry 14 gastroenterology 15 endocrinology 16 nephrology 17 dermatology ideal for trainees taking the final frca this curriculum based guide contains everything candidates need to know to pass this final major hurdle in anaesthetic training though the knowledge within the book will continue to apply beyond training part of the oxford specialty training series basic sciences for ophthalmology is an indispensable and fully comprehensive textbook and the only book candidates will need to pass the frcophth part 1 exam directly linked to the royal college s exam presented in a full colour highly illustrated and easy to read format making the basic science behind ophthalmology more approachable and accessible to improve understanding offering full coverage of the royal college curriculum the book includes information on anatomy physiology biochemistry and optics useful as a resource for the basic sciences in ophthalmology the book will be also of interest to senior trainees consultants optometrists orthoptists and basic scientists as well as those taking the frcophth exams training in anaesthesia is a curriculum based guide to the first phase of specialty training in anaesthetics comprehensively covering the techniques assessments and basic medical and physiological knowledge that trainees learn as part of their basic training and which are examined by the primary frca qualification training in surgery is the first title in a new series aimed at postgraduate trainees using an attractive highly illustrated double spread layout it follows the intercollegiate surgical curriculum project and reflects the new surgical specialty training curriculum in a clear and concise style training in obstetrics and gynaecology provides a comprehensive textbook for specialty trainees in the field using an attractive highly illustrated double spread layout it follows the curricula and ethos for the foundation years and membership examination of the royal college of obstetricians and gynaecologists mrcog clearly laid out and highly illustrated in full colour this new edition is a comprehensive yet accessibly guide to all those studying ophthalmology optometry and orthoptics introducing anaesthesia clearly explains the scientific principles and clinical practice of general anaesthesia for those starting out in the specialty mapped
to the royal college of anaesthetists initial assessment of competency this reader friendly guide will help trainees sail through the first few months on the job ideal for trainees taking the final frca this curriculum based guide contains everything candidates need to know to pass this final major hurdle in anaesthetic training though the knowledge within the book will continue to apply beyond training the complete guide to specialty training in paediatrics designed in conjunction with the syllabus and structure of the mrcpch exams medicine for mrcp provides a comprehensive review of the material that you need to pass the mrcp parts 1 and 2 written papers the twenty seven chapters mapped out to the rcp syllabus cover all areas from molecular medicine and genetics through to medical law and ethics written by specialist contributors and educational experts the content is carefully crafted to build your understanding for both papers each chapter begins with the basic science required for part 1 before covering clinical medicine for part 1 part 2 and the paces examinations to ensure effective revision material is presented in short sections with bullet lists tables and boxes over 150 drawings and photos illustrate key principles and clinical topics making them easier to retain references to evidence based protocols and directions to further reading allow for deeper understanding candidates can review their progress via the 180 end of chapter self assessment questions drawing on the authors expertise medicine for mrcp is the ideal companion for the mrcp as well as a useful reference guide for practicing medical doctors osces for intensive care medicine is an essential revision resource for doctors preparing to take the ffcim or the edic with over 100 questions divided into 8 osces this book covers the key areas of data professionalism resuscitation and equipment with further reading and hints and tips for high quality self assessment a comprehensive guide to the final frcem examination osce revision for the final frcem covers over 100 topics in emergency medicine it is mapped to the curriculum for the royal college of emergency medicine and is structured by the domains in the syllabus ideal for helping you practice in pairs or groups each topic starts with a clinical situation for the candidate instructions for an actor or revision buddy and a mark sheet so you can score yourself effectively against the frcem criteria each question contains a pie chart to demonstrate how the marks will be assigned so you know where to focus your efforts topics include learning points so you can learn about the nuances of the stations and improve your answer next time references to guidelines or evidence based rules are included to further your study written by a team of authors who have successfully passed their frcem examination osce revision for the final frcem will give you all the essential tips insights and guidance you need for thorough exam preparation fully updated for a third edition training in ophthalmology remains the indispensable guide to address the royal college of ophthalmologists rcophth syllabus for trainee ophthalmologists and is essential for all those studying ophthalmology optometry and orthoptics as a theoretical and practical aid it guides the reader through postgraduate ophthalmic specialist training emphasis is placed on the practical assessment and management of key ophthalmic conditions clearly laid out and highly illustrated in full colour throughout each condition is discussed in two to three pages beginning with general explanations of pathophysiology and clinical evaluation followed by differential diagnoses and treatment options this new edition has been fully revised to increase emphasis on instilling an understanding of the rationale of current practice from first principles with summary tables of seminal studies and distilled guidelines from the rcophth and nice this text will appeal to foundation
doctors specialist trainees in ophthalmology candidates preparing for the fellowship of the royal college of ophthalmology examination and consultants and allied practitioners looking for a comprehensive yet accessible guide to the subject osces for intensive care medicine is a comprehensive revision resource for doctors preparing to take the fellowship of the faculty of intensive care medicine fficm and the european diploma in intensive care medicine edic written by a team of practicing intensive care consultants with extensive experience running a successful fficm course this book features over 100 practice questions organised into eight mock osce exams and is mapped to both the fficm and cobatrice curricula reflecting the real exams they are divided into stations on professionalism data resuscitation and equipment each of which are accompanied by further reading to ensure high quality self assessment with hints and tips throughout to help candidates avoid common mistakes and misconceptions this book is essential reading for any doctor preparing for the fficm or edic osce exams everything you need to pass frcem primary is in this book based on the popular and successful revision notes for the mcem part a this new edition is mapped against the new frcem primary syllabus addressing the basic sciences as they apply to emergency medicine and recent exam topics such as clinical trials and statistics all components of the exams are covered written in a revision notes style lists bullets points and tables help candidates to absorb information and revise efficiently this new edition includes more anatomy illustrations to bring the text to life and aid understanding the author a successful frcem candidate and consultant in emergency medicine brings his considerable experience to this text complete refreshed and improved revision notes for the frcem primary is the ideal companion for all frcem candidates this unique multiple choice question book contains 400 questions for the revised first frcr exam it comprehensively addresses the exam content and includes detailed answers highlighted with key learning points throughout the text following the recent curriculum change this is the first book to address the significant changes within this crucial exam this is a key resource for trainees preparing to face the challenging frcs section 1 examination featuring over 600 single best answers sbas and extended matching items emis written by successful candidates of the general surgery frcs this resource ensures high quality self assessment split into chapters on key sub specialties all questions are mapped to the surgical curriculum and mirror the level of detail required to succeed in the section 1 examination medicine for mrcp is an ideal revision resource for the mrcp parts 1 and 2 written papers providing integrated coverage of basic science and clinical medicine with a wealth of features illustrations and mcqs this multiple choice question book contains 400 questions for the revised first frcr exam it comprehensively addresses the exam content and includes detailed answers highlighted with key learning points throughout the text a book of 75 cases which mimic the style and approach of the mrcp paces exam the book will equip the candidate attempting the mrcp paces examination but will also provide an overview of evidence based medicine for competency based training a concise exam orientated revision text that helps candidates prepare for the notoriously difficult saq paper for the fellowship of the royal college of anaesthetists frca final examination this book is a comprehensive revision guide for the mcem part b examination the content is based on the college of emergency medicine curriculum and provides candidates with a concise and complete guide for exam preparation containing over 75 tasks with detailed explanations and further reading tasks
for part 3 mrcog clinical assessment is a key resource for candidates of the new part 3 mrcog examination best of five mcqs for the acute medicine sce is a new revision resource designed specifically for this high stakes exam it contains over 350 best of five questions with explanatory answers each accurately reflecting the layout of questions in the exam providing everything you need to pass the frcr part 2a this book provides a thorough assessment of a candidate’s radiological knowledge the book is divided into six chapters with 75 questions in each chapter mirroring the modules and exam papers laid out by the royal college of radiologists specifically designed for the mcem part c this book contains 100 questions to help candidates prepare for this osce examination all questions and answers are mapped directly to the college of emergency medicine syllabus and contain detailed information that allows candidates to appreciate the format and requirements of each osce each question features instructions to candidate actor and examiner so candidates can practise in groups and recreate osce stations mcem style marking sheets ensure that candidates have a good understanding of the standard that is required by the college complete and up to date this book will give trainees a realistic and comprehensive preparation for the mcem part c this pack offers a comprehensive and trustworthy solution to anybody wishing to sit pass and excel at the membership of the royal college of physicians part 2 examination the newly introduced specialty certificate examinations are a compulsory component of assessment for all uk medical trainees and represent the final examination barrier before being able to apply for consultant positions this book provides a unique examination specific revision guide for the sce in respiratory medicine comprising of best of five multiple choice questions detailed answers and separate revision notes revision notes for the respiratory medicine specialty certificate examination is the only book you need to prepare for this important examination questions are based around clinical scenarios and supplemented with images of radiological investigations such as x rays and lung function tests each question is structured as in the examination itself the revision notes cover key areas and difficult concepts assessed in the examination referencing national and international guidelines in topics including respiratory infection respiratory malignancy industrial lung disease sleep disorders standard respiratory tests and medical statistics this book provides an easily portable yet comprehensive guide to the paces examination it includes all of the most relevant clinical information for the paces exam supplemented by tips supplied by the highly experienced chapter authors the main aim of the book is to consolidate candidates theoretical knowledge and help them apply it to the clinical examination scenario in addition the book forms an excellent pocket reference for trainees in acute medicine accident and emergency medicine anaesthetics and critical care and general practice this volume offers a comprehensive and trustworthy solution to anybody wishing to sit pass and excel at the membership of the royal college of physicians part 1 examination for over thirty years the oxford handbook of clinical specialties has guided students and junior doctors through their clinical placements renowned for providing all the information needed for both practice and revision in a deceptively small package now in its eleventh edition the handbook has been revitalized by an expanded team of specialty experts and junior doctors to guide readers through each of the specialties encountered through medical school and foundation programme rotations while remaining true to the humanity and patient focus of the original edition updated with the latest advice and clinical
guidelines packed full of high quality illustrations boxes tables and classifications and with
a brand new chapter on how to survive your junior doctor years and beyond this
handbook is ideal for both study and use at direct point of care each chapter is clear and
concise and filled with medical gems with features including ribbons to mark your most
used pages and mnemonics to help you memorize and retain key facts with reassuring
and friendly advice throughout this is the ultimate guide and revision tool for every
medical student and junior doctor for each clinical specialty placement this well loved
handbook remains the perfect companion to the oxford handbook of clinical medicine
together encompassing the entire spectrum of clinical medicine and unmatched by any
competitor in their class helping you become the doctor you want to be each case is
divided into presentations with numbered references to clinical notes and a further
section devoted to questions commonly asked by examiners the case presentation
section provides detailed guidance to examination technique relevant to specific cases
best of five mcqs for the geriatric medicine sce is the first revision guide designed
specifically for this new high stakes exam it contains 300 best of five questions with
explanatory answers each accurately reflecting the layout of questions in the exam the
book is divided into three exams for trainees to test themselves on providing a thorough
assessment of the candidate s geriatric medicine knowledge and covering all the main
themes of the exam for example falls dementia and delirium palliative care nutrition and
stroke the explanatory answers include references to guidelines and other sources to
enable candidates further reading and study ideal for geriatric medicine specialty
registrars trainees revising for the geriatric medicine specialty certificate examination or
the diploma in geriatric medicine following the recent changes to the psychiatry training
curriculum by the royal college of psychiatrists this book has been written to offer revision
support for the new clinical assessment of skills and competencies casc exam fully
updated for a third edition training in ophthalmology remains the indispensable guide to
address the royal college of ophthalmologists rcophth syllabus for trainee
ophthalmologists and is essential for all those studying ophthalmology optometry and
orthoptics as a theoretical and practical aid it guides the reader through postgraduate
ophthalmic specialist training emphasis is placed on the practical assessment and
management of key ophthalmic conditions clearly laid out and highly illustrated in full
colour throughout each condition is discussed in two to three pages beginning with
general explanations of pathophysiology and clinical evaluation followed by differential
diagnoses and treatment options this new edition has been fully revised to increase
emphasis on instilling an understanding of the rationale of current practice from first
principles with summary tables of seminal studies and distilled guidelines from the
rcophth and nice this text will appeal to foundation doctors specialist trainees in
ophthalmology candidates preparing for the fellowship of the royal college of
ophthalmology examination and consultants and allied practitioners looking for a
comprehensive yet accessible guide to the subject

Training in Surgery 2009 1 acute medical emergencies 2 allergy immunology 3
cardiovascular medicine 4 care of the elderly medicine 5 clinical pharmacology
therapeutics 6 dermatology 7 endocrinology metabolic medicine 8 gastroenterology
hepatology 9 genetics 10 haematology 11 infectious diseases 12 intensive care medicine
Training in Medicine 2016-06-14
1 genetics 2 cellular molecular and membrane biology 3 biochemistry and metabolism 4 immunology 5 infectious diseases 6 statistics and epidemiology 7 haematology 8 clinical pharmacology 9 rheumatology 10 cardiology 11 respiratory medicine 12 neurology 13 psychiatry 14 gastroenterology 15 endocrinology 16 nephrology 17 dermatology

Basic Science for Core Medical Training and the MRCP 2015 ideal for trainees taking the final FRCA this curriculum based guide contains everything candidates need to know to pass this final major hurdle in anaesthetic training though the knowledge within the book will continue to apply beyond training

Oxford Specialty Training 2009 part of the oxford specialty training series basic sciences for ophthalmology is an indispensable and fully comprehensive textbook and the only book candidates will need to pass the FRCPH part 1 exam directly linked to the royal college s exam presented in a full colour highly illustrated and easy to read format making the basic science behind ophthalmology more approachable and accessible to improve understanding offering full coverage of the royal college curriculum the book includes information on anatomy physiology biochemistry and optics useful as a resource for the basic sciences in ophthalmology the book will be also of interest to senior trainees consultants optometrists orthoptists and basic scientists as well as those taking the FRCPH exams

Advanced Training in Anaesthesia 2014-03-20 training in anaesthesia is a curriculum based guide to the first phase of specialty training in anaesthetics comprehensively covering the techniques assessments and basic medical and physiological knowledge that trainees learn as part of their basic training and which are examined by the primary FRCA qualification

Basic Sciences for Ophthalmology 2013-05-23 training in surgery is the first title in a new series aimed at postgraduate trainees using an attractive highly illustrated double spread layout it follows the intercollegiate surgical curriculum project and reflects the new surgical specialty training curriculum in a clear and concise style

Training in Anaesthesia 2010-03-25 training in obstetrics and gynaecology provides a comprehensive textbook for specialty trainees in the field using an attractive highly illustrated double spread layout it follows the curricula and ethos for the foundation years and membership examination of the royal college of obstetricians and gynaecologists MRcOG

Training in Surgery 2009-01-08 clearly laid out and highly illustrated in full colour this new edition is a comprehensive yet accessibly guide to all those studying ophthalmology optometry and orthoptics

Training in Obstetrics and Gynaecology 2009-03-12 introducing anaesthesia clearly explains the scientific principles and clinical practice of general anaesthesia for those starting out in the specialty mapped to the royal college of anaesthetists initial assessment of competency this reader friendly guide will help trainees sail through the first few months on the job

Training in Ophthalmology 2022 ideal for trainees taking the final FRCA this curriculum
based guide contains everything candidates need to know to pass this final major hurdle in anaesthetic training though the knowledge within the book will continue to apply beyond training

**Introducing Anaesthesia** 2014 the complete guide to specialty training in paediatrics designed in conjunction with the syllabus and structure of the mrcpch exams

**Advanced Training in Anaesthesia** 2014 medicine for mrcp provides a comprehensive review of the material that you need to pass the mrcp parts 1 and 2 written papers the twenty seven chapters mapped out to the rcp syllabus cover all areas from molecular medicine and genetics through to medical law and ethics written by specialist contributors and educational experts the content is carefully crafted to build your understanding for both papers each chapter begins with the basic science required for part 1 before covering clinical medicine for part 1 part 2 and the paces examinations to ensure effective revision material is presented in short sections with bullet lists tables and boxes over 150 drawings and photos illustrate key principles and clinical topics making them easier to retain references to evidence based protocols and directions to further reading allow for deeper understanding candidates can review their progress via the 180 end of chapter self assessment questions drawing on the authors expertise medicine for mrcp is the ideal companion for the mrcp as well as a useful reference guide for practicing medical doctors

**Training in Paediatrics** 2009-09-10 osces for intensive care medicine is an essential revision resource for doctors preparing to take the fcim or the edic with over 100 questions divided into 8 osces this book covers the key areas of data professionalism resuscitation and equipment with further reading and hints and tips for high quality self assessment

**Medicine for MRCP** 2020-03-23 a comprehensive guide to the final frcem examination osce revision for the final frcem covers over 100 topics in emergency medicine it is mapped to the curriculum for the royal college of emergency medicine and is structured by the domains in the syllabus ideal for helping you practice in pairs or groups each topic starts with a clinical situation for the candidate instructions for an actor or revision buddy and a mark sheet so you can score yourself effectively against the frcem criteria each question contains a pie chart to demonstrate how the marks will be assigned so you know where to focus your efforts topics include learning points so you can learn about the nuances of the stations and improve your answer next time references to guidelines or evidence based rules are included to further your study written by a team of authors who have successfully passed their frcem examination osce revision for the final frcem will give you all the essential tips insights and guidance you need for thorough exam preparation

**Oxford Speciality Training** 2009 fully updated for a third edition training in ophthalmology remains the indispensable guide to address the royal college of ophthalmologists rcophth syllabus for trainee ophthalmologists and is essential for all those studying ophthalmology optometry and orthoptics as a theoretical and practical aid it guides the reader through postgraduate ophthalmic specialist training emphasis is placed on the practical assessment and management of key ophthalmic conditions clearly laid out and highly illustrated in full colour throughout each condition is discussed in two to three pages beginning with general explanations of pathophysiology and clinical evaluation followed
by differential diagnoses and treatment options this new edition has been fully revised to increase emphasis on instilling an understanding of the rationale of current practice from first principles with summary tables of seminal studies and distilled guidelines from the rcophth and nice this text will appeal to foundation doctors specialist trainees in ophthalmology candidates preparing for the fellowship of the royal college of ophthalmology examination and consultants and allied practitioners looking for a comprehensive yet accessible guide to the subject

**OSCEs for Intensive Care Medicine 2020** osces for intensive care medicine is a comprehensive revision resource for doctors preparing to take the fellowship of the faculty of intensive care medicine fficim and the european diploma in intensive care medicine edic written by a team of practicing intensive care consultants with extensive experience running a successful fficim course this book features over 100 practice questions organised into eight mock osce exams and is mapped to both the fficim and cobatricce curricula reflecting the real exams they are divided into stations on professionalism data resuscitation and equipment each of which are accompanied by further reading to ensure high quality self assessment with hints and tips throughout to help candidates avoid common mistakes and misconceptions this book is essential reading for any doctor preparing for the fficim or edic osce exams

**OSCE Revision for the Final FRCEM** 2021-09-17 everything you need to pass frcem primary is in this book based on the popular and successful revision notes for the mcem part a this new edition is mapped against the new frcem primary syllabus addressing the basic sciences as they apply to emergency medicine and recent exam topics such as clinical trials and statistics all components of the exams are covered written in a revision notes style lists bullets points and tables help candidates to absorb information and revise efficiently this new edition includes more anatomy illustrations to bring the text to life and aid understanding the author a successful frcem candidate and consultant in emergency medicine brings his considerable experience to this text complete refreshed and improved revision notes for the frcem primary is the ideal companion for all frcem candidates

**Training in Ophthalmology** 2022-07-29 this unique multiple choice question book contains 400 questions for the revised first frcr exam it comprehensively addresses the exam content and includes detailed answers highlighted with key learning points throughout the text following the recent curriculum change this is the first book to address the significant changes within this crucial exam

**OSCEs for Intensive Care Medicine 2020-08-29** this is a key resource for trainees preparing to face the challenging frcs section 1 examination featuring over 600 single best answers sbas and extended matching items emis written by successful candidates of the general surgery frcs this resource ensures high quality self assessment split into chapters on key sub specialties all questions are mapped to the surgical curriculum and mirror the level of detail required to succeed in the section 1 examination

**Revision Notes for the FRCEM Primary** 2017-02-10 medicine for mrcp is an ideal revision resource for the mrcp parts 1 and 2 written papers providing integrated coverage of basic science and clinical medicine with a wealth of features illustrations and mcqs

**MCQs for the First FRCR** 2010-07-29 this multiple choice question book contains 400 questions for the revised first frcr exam it comprehensively addresses the exam content and includes detailed answers highlighted with key learning points throughout the text
SBAs and EMIs for the General Surgery FRCS 2018 a book of 75 cases which mimic the style and approach of the mrcp paces exam the book will equip the candidate attempting the mrcp paces examination but will also provide an overview of evidence based medicine for competency based training

Medicine for MRCP 2020 a concise exam orientated revision text that helps candidates prepare for the notoriously difficult saq paper for the fellowship of the royal college of anaesthetists frca final examination

MCQs for the First FRCR 2010 this book is a comprehensive revision guide for the mcem part b examination the content is based on the college of emergency medicine curriculum and provides candidates with a concise and complete guide for exam preparation

Clinical Medicine for the MRCP PACES 2010-07-15 containing over 75 tasks with detailed explanations and further reading tasks for part 3 mrcog clinical assessment is a key resource for candidates of the new part 3 mrcog examination

SAQs for the Final FRCA 2011-06-02 best of five mcqs for the acute medicine sce is a new revision resource designed specifically for this high stakes exam it contains over 350 best of five questions with explanatory answers each accurately reflecting the layout of questions in the exam

Revision Notes for MCEM Part B 2012-07-26 providing everything you need to pass the fcrp part 2a this book provides a thorough assessment of a candidate s radiological knowledge the book is divided into six chapters with 75 questions in each chapter mirroring the modules and exam papers laid out by the royal college of radiologists

Tasks for Part 3 MRCOG Clinical Assessment 2018 specifically designed for the mcem part c this book contains 100 questions to help candidates prepare for this osce examination all questions and answers are mapped directly to the college of emergency medicine syllabus and contain detailed information that allows candidates to appreciate the format and requirements of each osce each question features instructions to candidate actor and examiner so candidates can practise in groups and recreate osce stations mcem style marking sheets ensure that candidates have a good understanding of the standard that is required by the college complete and up to date this book will give trainees a realistic and comprehensive preparation for the mcem part c

Best of Five MCQs for the Acute Medicine SCE 2016-01-28 this pack offers a comprehensive and trustworthy solution to anybody wishing to sit pass and excel at the membership of the royal college of physicians part 2 examination

SBAs for the Final FRCR 2A 2012 the newly introduced specialty certificate examinations are a compulsory component of assessment for all uk medical trainees and represent the final examination barrier before being able to apply for consultant positions this book provides a unique examination specific revision guide for the sce in respiratory medicine comprising of best of five multiple choice questions detailed answers and separate revision notes revision notes for the respiratory medicine specialty certificate examination is the only book you need to prepare for this important examination questions are based around clinical scenarios and supplemented with images of radiological investigations such as x rays and lung function tests each question is structured as in the examination itself the revision notes cover key areas and difficult concepts assessed in the examination referencing national and international guidelines in
topics including respiratory infection respiratory malignancy industrial lung disease sleep disorders standard respiratory tests and medical statistics

**Self-assessment for the MCEM** 2014-08-21 this book provides an easily portable yet comprehensive guide to the paces examination it includes all of the most relevant clinical information for the paces exam supplemented by tips supplied by the highly experienced chapter authors the main aim of the book is to consolidate candidates theoretical knowledge and help them apply it to the clinical examination scenario in addition the book forms an excellent pocket reference for trainees in acute medicine accident and emergency medicine anaesthetics and critical care and general practice

**Self-Assessment Questions for the MRCP Part 2** 2020-11-26 this volume offers a comprehensive and trustworthy solution to anybody wishing to sit pass and excel at the membership of the royal college of physicians part 1 examination

**Revision Notes for the Respiratory Medicine Specialty Certificate Examination** 2012-09-13 for over thirty years the oxford handbook of clinical specialties has guided students and junior doctors through their clinical placements renowned for providing all the information needed for both practice and revision in a deceptively small package now in its eleventh edition the handbook has been revitalized by an expanded team of specialty experts and junior doctors to guide readers through each of the specialties encountered through medical school and foundation programme rotations while remaining true to the humanity and patient focus of the original edition updated with the latest advice and clinical guidelines packed full of high quality illustrations boxes tables and classifications and with a brand new chapter on how to survive your junior doctor years and beyond this handbook is ideal for both study and use at direct point of care each chapter is clear and concise and filled with medical gems with features including ribbons to mark your most used pages and mnemonics to help you memorize and retain key facts with reassuring and friendly advice throughout this is the ultimate guide and revision tool for every medical student and junior doctor for each clinical specialty placement this well loved handbook remains the perfect companion to the oxford handbook of clinical medicine together encompassing the entire spectrum of clinical medicine and unmatched by any competitor in their class helping you become the doctor you want to be

**The Pocketbook for PACES** 2012-05-31 each case is divided into presentations with numbered references to clinical notes and a further section devoted to questions commonly asked by examiners the case presentation section provides detailed guidance to examination technique relevant to specific cases

**Best of Five MCQs for the MRCP Part 1** 2017 best of five mcqs for the geriatric medicine sce is the first revision guide designed specifically for this new high stakes exam it contains 300 best of five questions with explanatory answers each accurately reflecting the layout of questions in the exam the book is divided into three exams for trainees to test themselves on providing a thorough assessment of the candidate s geriatric medicine knowledge and covering all the main themes of the exam for example falls dementia and delirium palliative care nutrition and stroke the explanatory answers include references to guidelines and other sources to enable candidates further reading and study ideal for geriatric medicine specialty registrars trainees revising for the geriatric medicine specialty certificate examination or the diploma in geriatric medicine
Oxford Handbook of Clinical Specialties 2020-09-14 following the recent changes to the psychiatry training curriculum by the royal college of psychiatrists this book has been written to offer revision support for the new clinical assessment of skills and competencies casc exam
Clinical Medicine for the MRCP PACES, 2020 fully updated for a third edition training in ophthalmology remains the indispensable guide to address the royal college of ophthalmologists rcophth syllabus for trainee ophthalmologists and is essential for all those studying ophthalmology optometry and orthoptics as a theoretical and practical aid it guides the reader through postgraduate ophthalmic specialist training emphasis is placed on the practical assessment and management of key ophthalmic conditions clearly laid out and highly illustrated in full colour throughout each condition is discussed in two to three pages beginning with general explanations of pathophysiology and clinical evaluation followed by differential diagnoses and treatment options this new edition has been fully revised to increase emphasis on instilling an understanding of the rationale of current practice from first principles with summary tables of seminal studies and distilled guidelines from the rcophth and nice this text will appeal to foundation doctors specialist trainees in ophthalmology candidates preparing for the fellowship of the royal college of ophthalmology examination and consultants and allied practitioners looking for a comprehensive yet accessible guide to the subject
Best of Five MCQs for the Geriatric Medicine SCE 2014-02-06
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